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There are things that are bound by nature and things who are bound by time; the 
Paper Crowns is a musical entity that stands timeless. With instrumentation that 
exceeds most conventional or popular themes, the Paper Crownsʼ album See You 
Tonight is an endearing and charming tale that will leave you yearning for a time 
full of honesty and reprise. With itʼs Americana folk roots this album is sure to have 
you pulling at your own heartstrings with such curiosity and vigor that youʼll feel 
true nature.

The track “Old Sweet Song” will have you feeling as though youʼre a midst a sweet 
southern rain filled with annotations of joy and hospitality. Believing in such 
wonders as the human heart and the beauty of Mother Nature, and bringing both 
ideas to very evident truths, “Old Sweet Song” will take the listener on a journey of 
honesty and absolute human connection.

“Virginia Caine” is a marvel of storytelling in any songwriting medium. Soaring forth 
with harmonies between both Spiro and Nicole, the sweet melodies and 
enchanting lyrical vision will transcend the present and take you back to a time of 
awe and elation. With one of the most polished and beautiful guitar leads I have yet 
to hear from any patron of the art, “Virginia Caine” is a soundwave Eureka! of 
tasteful gold.

Love lost or gained, a river run or contained, the human condition is always 
relevant with the earthʼs shape and existence. With that said, the title track of See 
You Tonight is alive with such purity and recognition of the most vulnerable and 
strong of all organs: the heart. With a power forward of melody uplifting thematic 
prowess, See You Tonight will leave you breathless.

The synergy and typecast love that is transcendent in this record of vintage and 
prominent spiritual vibes will have you searching for some yourself. Encouraging 
and endearing is the very promise that See You Tonight offers. With enchantments 
and melodically blissful content you will be lost in a haze of timeless love.

I suggest this record to those whom are patient, kind, and seeking validity to this 
ever-confusing rat race."
(Jake St. Vincent - nerdpop.net)


